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RECORD FINANCIAL RESULTS

$

4.3B

Q3’21 REVENUE

CG: $2.4B

EESC: $1.9B

RECORD QUARTERLY REVENUE AND
RECORD NON-GAAP OPERATING INCOME,
NET INCOME AND EPS IN Q3’21

$

CG REVENUE

Higher Ryzen™, Radeon™ and AMD Instinct™ processor sales

44% Y/Y

7% Q/Q

$

EESC REVENUE

12% Q/Q

1.9B

Higher EPYC™ processor and semi-custom product sales

69% Y/Y

20% Q/Q

48%

GROSS MARGIN

54% Y/Y

2.4B

More than 400 bps Y/Y

80 bps Q/Q

AMD had another record quarter as revenue grew 54% and operating income doubled year-over-year.
3rd Gen EPYC processor shipments ramped significantly in the quarter as our data center sales more
than doubled year-over-year. Our business significantly accelerated in 2021, growing faster than the
market based on our leadership products and consistent execution.

DR. LISA SU

AMD President and CEO

RECENT HIGHLIGHTS

Won multiple supercomputing
installations including Argonne
National Laboratory’s new
Polaris supercomputer.

Partnered with Microsoft to
bring powerful computing to
users with Windows 11,
powered by Ryzen™ processors
and Radeon™ graphics.

Launched the Radeon™ RX
6600 XT graphics card built on
breakthrough RDNA™ 2 gaming
architecture.

Announced the 26th annual
Corporate Responsibility Report,
highlighting the company’s
accomplishments from the
previous year and new goals
through 2025 and 2030.
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